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Childhood Summary

Hyperactivity

Complex partial 
seizures made me feel 
different.

Electronics and 
computer hobbies made 
me happy.



Valentine's Day 1996: neurosurgery 
stopped the seizures

Part of left temporal 
lobe was removed.

Adapted to using right 
temporal lobe for 
memory.



2000

Graduated from college and had a great job
as a software engineer.



2005 illness



Encephalitis: infection in my brain



Difficult to remember new things

Right temporal lobe 
could no longer make 
new memories.

Simple partial seizures.

Prior engineering skills 
were not lost.



Occupational Therapy

Adjusted daily living 
skills to memory loss.

Learned to use external 
memory aides.

Put structured notes in 
project manuals.



GPS Navigation

Guided me here 
today.

Locations can be 
bookmarked for future 
use.

Makes detours easier.



Smartphone

Can't live without it!

Reminded me to 
prepare for conference.

Alerted me of when and 
where to be for 
presentation.



Events / Tasks



Phone's Home Screen

Shows date and time.



Holiday Reminder

Note on
doorknob



Sticky Notes on Doorknob



Put Items in front of Door



Dog Tag attached to Wallet

Medical info 
for emergency



Wallet Tied to Pants Pocket



GPS Destination Selection



Park Straight Out Exit Door



Appointment Reminders

1. Include date, time, and location.
 

2. Set reminder to buzz an hour 
beforehand.
 

3. Add quick after-visit summary to 
calendar.



Medical Log / Seizure Log



Taking Medications Correctly

1. Alert buzzes on phone.
 

2. At home: take from pillbox.
 

3. Mark task as complete on phone.



Taking Meds away from Pillbox

1. Take from keychain bottle.
 

2. Add note to phone.
 

3. Arrive at home and see 
    pillbox with meds.
 

4. Check phone to see if 
    meds were taken.
 

5. If so, move them from pillbox 
    to keychain.
 

6. If not, take them from pillbox.



1. Reflect the change 
with notes in phone.
 

2. Schedule a reminder 
to update the pill 
organizer.
 

3. Update the morning 
and evening take-my-
meds alerts on the 
phone.

Medication Changes



Medication Refills

1. Acknowledge the 
contents of pill bottles 
when filling the reminder.
 

2. If bottles are almost 
empty, add an alert to the 
phone to contact the 
pharmacy the next day 
for refills.



Searchable Diary



Shopping List



Fun Cooking

1. Buy ingredients.
 

2. Put in cooker.
 

3. Plug it in.
 

4. Add reminder to 
check it later.
 

5. Put it in fridge.
 

6. Add reminder to 
make meals.



reminder to take an extra lunch the 
next day to place in the freezer.

Lunch Routine

1. Take lunch to work.
 

2. Keep spare lunch 
in work freezer.
 

3. When spare lunch 
is consumed, add

4. Put a sticky note on the doorknob 
to take extra lunch to work.



Washing & Drying Clothes

1. Put dirty clothes in 
washer and turn it 
on.
 

2. Add reminder to 
move clothes to 
dryer.



Washing & Drying Clothes

3. Add reminder to 
check dryer in an 
hour.
 

4. If still damp, add 
more dryer time and 
snooze the reminder.
 

5. If too late to wash, 
add reminder to buzz 
the next day.



1. Order the item.
 

2. Add info to phone and  
set it to appear daily 
forever.
 

3. Add tracking number.
 

4. When order arrives, 
update calendar entry 
and cancel daily 
reminders.

Online Shopping



Daily Smartphone Backup



Dazzling Phone Case



Pressing a button
causes the phone to 
vibrate and beep.

Tile app on phone
causes the 
keychain to beep.

“Tile” Phone Locator



Smartphone Audio Recorder

An app can be used 
to record the chat.

Helps with remembering 
verbal instructions.



USB Thumb Drive Recorder

Attached to my workplace name tag at 
all times.



LiveScribe Smartpen
Records writing and audio.

Paper Software



LiveScribe Benefits

Copies data to 
computer.
 

Click scribbles on 
monitor to FF or 
RW the audio to 
that point.
 

Ok to leave out 
some words when 
writing.



Save Typed and Handwritten Letters 
to the Computer



Organize Cards Electronically

Prevents sending 
the same card style 
to someone for 
different events.

Prevents more than 
one card from being 
sent for one event.



Email is Essential



Finances: Credit Card

First payment choice because of 
electronic record.



Finances: Checks

Processed checks can often be viewed 
online.



Scanner – converts paper to PDF



Locates documents containing keywords.

Computer File Search



Dishwasher Dirty / Clean Labels
Handle points to appropriate label.



Fork to leave at work
Melted handle serves as reminder to leave 

it there.



Drawer Labels 



ASAP Items: place in front of TV



Beeping Microwave Oven
Alerts until door is opened.



Oven with Built-In Timer and 
Automatic Shutoff



Bedtime – place item such as
cough drop on pillow



Q&A: email is great!
To: WHPemail@yahoo.com

Subject: DMC 2016 Memory Question



Q&A: email is great!
To: WHPemail@yahoo.com

Subject: DMC 2016 Memory Question

Thank You
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